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For strongly ergodic discrete time Markov chains we discuss the possible limits as n + CC of 
probability measures on the path space of the form exp(ntl(l,,)) dP/Z,,. L,, is the empirical 
measure (or sojourn measure) of the process, H is a real-valued function (possibly attaining -3~) 
on the space of probability measures on the state space of the chain, and Z,, is the appropriate 
norming constant. The class of these transformations also includes conditional laws given L,, 
belongs to some set. The possible limit laws are mixtures of Markov chains minimizing a certain 
free energy. The method of proof strongly relies on large deviation techniques. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {X, : j E F$}, where N,, = N u {0}, be a Markov chain on a probability space 
(a, ti, p) with Polish state space E. The empirical process is defined by L,, = 
(I/n) z:_, ~3~~. If H is a function defined on the set of probability measures on E 
with values in [-co, ~0) which is nice enough, then one can define the transformed 
laws 
@,(A) = 
I 
exp(nff(L)) d$ 
15 
exp(nH(L,)) dP, AE d. 
A 11 
The aim of this paper is to discuss the possible limit laws of {X, : j E N,} under @,,. 
The main assumption is that {X, : j E No} is uniformly ergodic. H is not assumed 
to be continuous but must satisfy a certain condition which is automatically true if 
it is continuous in an appropriate sense. Roughly speaking, the limit laws are 
mixtures of Markov chains minimizing a “free energy” of the system. So one should 
call this a minimum free energy principle but the term “maximum entropy principle” 
seems to be well accepted for this kind of results. A special case which has found 
some interest in the literature is H = -co1 t.L where r’ is the complement of some 
subset r of probability measures on E. In this case @‘,(A) = $(A( L, E I-). 
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If 1‘ is convex and the X,, are i.i.d. this has been discussed in a paper of Csiszar 
[4]. By an elegant argument he obtains convergence in a much stronger sense than 
what is obtained here. However, his method essentially relies on the convexity of 
lY It can be extended to more general concave functions H and probably also to 
Markov processes, but we cannot see how it would work for a non-concave H. 
There are few results for Markov chains and processes. In a recent paper by Choi, 
Cover and Csiszar [2] conditional limit theorems have been discussed for finite state 
Markov chains, relying on a combinatorial formula of Whittle. A very special case 
which has been treated by several authors is H = -ml t’c, r = {p: p(A) = 1) for some 
subset A c E. This is related to so-called quasi-stationary distributions (see [5, 131). 
In the continuous time case (for diffusions), it has recently been discussed by Pinsky 
[121. 
The continuous time case is more delicate than the discrete time case and it seems 
to be unavoidable to put substantially more restrictive assumptions on H than what 
is needed here. This will be discussed elsewhere. 
2. Notations and statement of the result 
If (S, 9) denotes a measurable space, then we write bY for the set of bounded 
measurable real valued functions on S, and A(& .Y) (abbreviated by A(S) or As) 
for the set of probability measures on (S, 9). If ,fc bY, then we write x, : A, + IR for 
the mapping X,(P) := j,f dp. If .f’= 1 A with AE 9, then we use the abbreviation 
xa:= x,~,. Let %‘(A,) be the a-algebra on As generated by the family {x4: AE 9). 
The r-topology on As is defined to be the topology generated by the mappings xa, 
A E 9’. If S is a Polish space with Bore1 a-algebra 9, then we also consider the weak 
topology 7,. on As, which turns As into a Polish space [S, Theorem 3.1.7 and 3.3.11. 
Lemma 2.1. [f S is a Polish space, then %(As) is the Bore1 u-algebra of the weak 
topology T,,. on As. 
Proof. If ,f: S-f R is bounded and continuous, then x, is a(T,.)-measurable. Since 
for every open set A c S the function 1 4 can be pointwise approximated by a 
sequence of bounded continuous functions, the open subsets of S belong to 
9:= {A E 9”: x,4 is a(r,.)-measurable}. 
9 is a Dynkin system. Hence 9 = Y and %( A,) c v( T,,.). 
Every continuous .f E bY can be represented as the pointwise limit of simple 
functions, therefore x, is %‘(A,s)-measurable. This proves a( T,~) c 91(As). 0 
Now let E be a Polish space with Bore1 a-algebra % and let Q be a stochastic 
transition kernel from (E, W) to (E, VT). If VE A,, then we write V@QE A,,, for 
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the measure defined by 
(v@Q)(AxB)= v(dx)Q(x, B) (A, BE g) 
A 
and vQEA, for vQ(A):=(vOQ)(ExA). Iff’ IS a real valued measurable function 
on E, we write (of)(x):= I Q(x, dq’)f(y) w enever the integral is defined. h 
We assume that Q satisfies the following condition: 
Condition 2.2. Q has a stationary measure 7~ (i.e. x E A, and rrQ = n) and a 
transition density q with respect to r which is bounded and bounded away from zero. 
Let R := EN0 be equipped with the product a-algebra G? and let X,,, n EN,,, be 
the natural projections from R to E. 
For the following we fix a starting measure p E A, and define P E A,, as the usual 
measure on (a, &) such that {X,,: n EN,} becomes a Markov chain with transition 
kernel Q and PX,’ = p. We shall sometimes write P = p 0 Q@ QO . . . = p 0 Q”‘x. 
Let the empirical measure L,, : R + A, be defined by 
for all w E R. For the general case define the cyclical permutation T,, : En --z E” by 
T,,(x,, . . . , x,,) = (x,, . . . , x,,,x,)forallx=(x ,,..., x,,)~E”.Forn,k~Nwithnak 
we define the modified kth order empirical measure Li : R + A( E “) by 
w-f;~, 6 C-r!,CX,C~) ,..., X,,(w)) I,..., 7:,(X,(w) ,_..) X,,(W)li, 
for all w E 0, where T;(x), , . . , T’,(x), denote the first k components of T:,(x). 
Since xn( Lt) : 0 + R is &-measurable for each A E ZSk and %(A( E “)) is generated 
by the family {xA: A E S”}, each Li is 4 - %(A( E”))-measurable. 
For ks2 let pk:A(E“)+A(ELm’) with pL(w)(A):=p(Ax E) for all AE gkm’ 
map each measure p E A (E “), onto its marginal measure on E”-‘. An important 
trivial observation is 
p&;(w)) = L;P1(w) (2.3) 
for all w E R and k, n EN with n 2 k 2 2. 
Now let H:A, + [-a, ~0) be measurable and bounded above. The upper and 
lower T-semicontinuous versions of H are defined by 
I?( V) = inf{sup{ H(p): p E U}: UT-open, v E C/J 
and 
H(V) = sup{inf{ H(p): p E U}: UT-open, Y E U}. 
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If $(H(L,) = -00) < 1, we define a sequence of transformed laws {@n}ntN= A(a) by 
p,(A) =E(l,+ exp(nH(L,)))P(exp(nH(L))) 
for all A E d. Here E denotes expectation with respect to P. To state our result 
concerning the limiting behavior of {finjnGN, we need some additional notations. 
If veA(Ek) and {i ,,..., i,}c{l,..., k}, we denote by v, ,,.. ,i,,, the marginal 
measure on the corresponding m factors of E“. For every p E A( Eh) we define 
A,={=A(EkxEI‘): VI . . . . A=v~+ I,..., zh=~}. 
If (S, 9’) is any measurable space and p, v E A s, then the relative entropy of /1 with 
respect to v is defined by 
and h(p 1 v) = ~0 otherwise. If AC As, then 
h(Alv):= $$h(pIv). 
Define transition kernels QL from ( Eh, ZT’) to (E“, ZTk) by Q, = Q if k = 1 and 
Qk((x,, . . . , &I, Ax B) = 4xz,...,qdA)Q(x1\, B) 
for all (x,, . ,x~)E E“, AE Zhm’ and BE ‘8 if ks2. 
For p E A ( Ek) and transition kernel Qk the Donsker-Varadhan entropy is defined 
by 
Since A, is convex and closed with respect to the total variation distance, a result 
of Csiszar [3, Theorem 2.11 implies in the case Ik(p) < ~0, that there exists a unique 
vW~Al, with I,(p)=h(v,l~.~@Q~). Let A’(E”)={~EA(E~‘): Ik(p)cCO}. If /-LE 
A’(E), then we can write v,+ = /-L 0 Q,, where the transition kernel Q, from (E, g) 
to (E, g) is a regular conditional distribution of the projection onto the second 
coordinate of E’ given the first one. Unfortunately, Q, is unique only up to 
p-equivalence, i.e. if Q, and QW are two versions then QP(x, .) = Q&(x, . ) is valid 
+a.s. 
Assuming Condition 2.2 we show in Section 3 that for every E*. E A’(E) there 
exists a unique probability density u E L,(r) satisfying 
I,(P) = 
I 
log u dp - 
I 
log( Qu) d/l 
E E 
such that 
Q&(x, dy):= Q(x, dy)u(y)l(Qu)(x) (X,Y E E) 
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is a canonical version for the transition kernel introduced above. It will turn out, 
that the new starting measure p/1 E A(E) of the Markov chain is given by 
p,(dx) = (Qn)(x)p(dx) 
/I 
(Ou) dp. E 
Notice that pfi = 6, if p = 6,. 
We shall show that A”(E) is a Bore1 set in A, and that the mapping from A’(E) 
to A,? defined by 
A 
p++$p =p,OQfiOQILO.. ’ ) 
is %‘(AO(E)) - %‘(A,)-measurable. Therefore, if E E A(A’(E), B(A“(E))), we can 
define A(E) E An by 
A(C)(A) = I ~,(WW/-4 (AE 4. A”(E) 
Now we can state our main result. 
Theorem 2.4. Assume 
(i) Condition 2.2, 
(ii) P(H(L,) = -a) < 1 for all sujiciently large n, 
(iii) suppcA, mCL)--IL(d)=SUP/lt31 (H(wu)-I,b))>-cQ 
Then 
K,:={/.LEA~: H(/_+I,(p)= sup(H(v)-Z,(v))} 
“i_l, 
is not empty and r-compact. The family {L?,,},,~~ is tight in An and any weak limit 
point 6 of this sequence has a representation $ = A(E), where 1 E A(A’( E)) with 
zX( K,) = 1. 
Remark 2.5. If H is real valued and r-continuous, then the conditions (ii) and (iii) 
of Theorem 2.4 are automatically satisfied. 
Remark 2.6. If Theorem 2.4 applies and K, contains just a single point, e.g. K, = {p}, 
then the sequence {@n}ncN converges weakly to $,. 
Remark 2.7. If H is concave and not identical to minus infinity on A’(E), then K, 
contains only one point because Condition 2.2 implies the strong convexity of I, 
on A”(E) (see Lemma 3.13). 
Example 2.8. Let E be a Polish space and let Q be a transition kernel satisfying 
Condition 2.2. For f E b8 with I, max{O, f } dr > 0 define H : A, + [ -00, a) by 
0 
H(P) = 
ifxh) 2 0, 
--oo otherwise. 
Since f can be uniformly approximated by a sequence of simple functions fn E b’8, 
it follows that (x,,,),,~~ converges uniformly to X, on de. Therefore, xr is r-continuous. 
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This gives fi = H and 
0 
H(P) = 
ifxtb)>O, 
--co otherwise. 
Note that all x,;, , hence x, and H are %‘(A,)-measurable. According to Condition 
2.2 there is a constant c>O with CG q(x,y)s l/c for all x,y~ E. Define A = 
{x E E: f(x) > O}. Since J, max{O,f} dr > 0, we have r(A) > 0. The estimate 
P(H(L,)=O)~P(X,EA,...,X,,EA)~(C~(A))”>O 
for all n EN shows that condition (ii) of Theorem 2.4 is satisfied. 
Define v E At: by v(dx) = lA(x)r(dx)/r(A). Then 
z,(v)~h(&+OQ) 
=- r bd~(A)q(x, y))(vOv)(dx, dy) 
JAXA 
s -log mr(A)<a, 
hence H(v) - 11( v) > -a. Note that I?(p) - II(p) 3 H(p) - I,(p) for all p E A,. If 
FLAK with H(p)-I,(p)>-CO, then x,(~)~O and I,(~)<o;). For E>O let 6:= 
min{l,e/l,(v)} and ~~:=(1-8)~+?5~. Then fi(p)=If(p,) and, according to 
Lemma 3.13, l,(~.F)~(l-_)I,(~)+~Z1(~)~I,(~)+~. Hence !?(~)-I,(~)~ 
H(p.,) - I,(pu,) - F. Therefore, condition (iii) of Theorem 2.4 is satisfied. 
Since Remarks 2.6 and 2.7 apply, K, contains a single point, e.g. K, = {p}, and 
(%J,KN defined by 
for all A E d and n EN converges weakly to the measure @, = pF 0 Qy. 
A special case of this example is the one-dimensional torus E = R/Z with p = 6” 
and Q(x, dy) = ;(2+cos 2r(x -y))A(dy). The stationary probability measure r is 
equal to the Lebesgue measure A restricted to E. The function f can be chosen to 
be 1[0,1/2~ -2.
Example 2.9. Let E be a Polish space with Bore1 a-algebra g and let m EN. Denote 
by 2”’ the class of all finite disjoint unions of measurable rectangles of the form 
A,xA,x...xA, with A,, A,, . , A, E 8. Notice that I”’ coincides with the 
algebra generated by these measurable rectangles. 
Let (&,, II. IL) d enote the real Banach algebra of all f~ b8”’ which for every 
compact set C = E can be pointwise approximated by a sequence (g,),,, where 
each g, is a finite linear combination of characteristic functions of sets in 1” such 
that Ilsk ILL lIfllr and 
/‘_pls T$ If(x) -&WI = 0. 
Note that B, = b%‘. Furthermore, B, contains B( E’“, I’“), the Banach algebra (with 
respect to (( 11,) of all uniform limits of finite linear combinations of characteristic 
functions of sets in I”‘. 
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Next we prove that B, contains the set C,,(E”, R) of all bounded continuous 
functions on Em. Let fe C,,( E m, R), without loss of generality we may assume fz 0. 
Since E is a Polish space, there exists a countable basis { CJ,: j E N> of the topology 
on Em, each U, being a measurable rectangle. For k E N define 
gh = ,FN 2” 4.1 ‘1 
with 
AL,,:=LJ U,: lcjsk, inff(x)s$ 
1 
. 
YE u, 
Since Ak,, E 2 m for all k, IEN with 1~2~(lf/j, and gkTf pointwise on Em and 
uniformly on every compact subset of Em as k + ~,f belongs to B,. 
Fix a function f E B, and define H : Ae + R’ by 
H(P) = J f dpBrn. E “’ 
Since f E B,, c b8”, H is bounded. By the definition of B, there exists a sequence 
(g!X)MU, where each g, is a finite linear combination of characteristic functions of 
sets in Ifn such that (]gkllas ]]fllW for all kE N and limk,, gk(x) =f(x) for all 
x E Em. Dominated convergence shows 
H(p) = lim 
h-m I 
g, dp@“’ 
E “’ 
for all p E A,. Since for each k EN the functional p -1 g, dp@‘” is B(A,)-measur- 
able, H is B(A,)-measurable, too. 
To prove r-continuity of H, it suffices to consider the case i]flla)= 1. Choose 
p E A, and F > 0. Since p is tight [8, Lemma 3.2.11, there exists a compact set C c E 
with 1 --p(C)” < E. Since f~ B,, there exists a function g which is a finite linear 
combination of characteristic functions of sets in 1” such that II g ]lcr~ 1 and 
suP{lf(x) - g(x)l: x E Cm} < E. Since the mapping v -+ 5 g dv@” is r-continuous on 
AE, there exists an r-open neighborhood U c A, of p with 15 g dv@” -5 g dp@‘“l< F 
for all VE U. Then V:= Un{v~d~: 1 - v(C)” < E} is a r-open neighborhood of 
p and 
for all VE V. 
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Let Q be a transition kernel from E to E satisfying Condition 2.2. According to 
Remark 2.5, Theorem 2.4 applies. 
A special case of this example is discussed in [9], where the physical motivation 
for this case can be found, too. If A denotes the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure 
on iWd, then E is taken to be a compact subset of [Wd with A(E)> 0, f: E x E +R 
symmetric and Lipschitz continuous, and Q(x, dy) = A (dy)/ A ( E ) (hence X,, k E N,, 
are i.i.d.). Since for every p E A’(E) the transition kernel C&(x, dy) does not depend 
on x, every weak limit point of the tight sequence (6n)niN is a mixture of product 
measures. If f satisfies 
p(xlf(x, Y)P(Y)(A OA)(dx, dy) d 0 
r;’ 
for all p E L,(E, A), then the corresponding functional H : Ae -+R is concave on 
A’(E), because given p,, p2 E A”(E) there exist densities p,, p2 with respect to A and 
H(W,+(I-~)PJ 
~,(x)f(x, Y)P,(Y)(~ OA)(dx, dy) 
E2 
+(1-Q) 
I 
P~(xY(x, y)pz(y)(A OA)(dx, dy) E2 
--N(l--(Y) (P~(x)-P,(x))~(x,Y)(P~(~)-P,(~))(AOA)(~~, dy) 
LL 
for all (Y E [0, 11. Hence, the sequence (@‘n)niN converges weakly. For the “cosine 
model” with E = [ -nL, TTL], L > 0, and f(x, y) = p cos(x - y), /3 > 0, the weak limit 
points of ($,,)niN are explicitly determined in [9]. 
3. Preliminaries 
For k > 2 the infimum in the definition of the entropy function IL : A( Eh) + [0, a] 
can be determined explicitly: 
Lemma 3.1. Let p E A( E”). Then 
Ik(PL) = 
h(p I/“, .., hL,@Q) ifl-L, /..., k-l = p2 ,..., h, 
Kl otherwise, 
where the measure P,,...,~_, 0 Q E A (E “) is de$ned by 
/l,,...,k-10 Q(A X B) = h,...,h-,(dX, >. , d-G,)Q(Xk-1, B) 
for all AE gkp’ and BE g. 
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Proof. (a) Let p E A(E”) satisfy the conditions /-Lr ,,.,, h-r = pu2 ,,_,, k and h(p )p ,,,,,, k-,0 
Q) < ~3, and let f denote the density of /A with respect to p,,. .,k-, 0 Q. Our aim is 
to show that g: E” x Ek+R with g(x, y) :=f(y) for all x=(x,, . . . , xL) E Ek and 
Y=(Y,,..., Yk) E Ek is a density of v’ with respect to P@(?~, where the measure 
V E A, is defined by 
for all A E ‘iY2“. Here P~(. 1. ) denotes a regular conditional distribution of the 
projection onto the kth coordinate given the first k - 1 coordinates. The regular 
conditional distribution of the projection onto the first coordinate given the k - 1 
last ones is denoted by p,(. 1.). For all A E F?“‘ we have 
;(A) = J p,(dx, 1x2,. . . , XA) Ei-’ /-k,....h(dX~.  . > d&j J E
X J I,(x,,...,-Xk,X?,...,XI,,Yh)~k(dY~(Xzr...,X~) F
= J E”-l P,,...,-,(dXz,. . . , dxk) J /-dd.t+~,...,~~) E 
X J l/!(-%, . . . , uxk, x2,. . . , Xk,Yk)P,(d% 1x2,. . . > xk) E 
= J pL(dX2,. . , dx,, dYk) EL 
X J la(x,,.. . , Xk, x2,. . . , xk, Yk)/-ddxI 1x2,. . . > XL) E 
zz J p, ,.... k-,(dx:, . . , dx,) J .f(%r . . . , -Q, .h)o(xk, dyk) I:h ’ E 
X J 1*(X I,..., xk,x> r..., x~,y,)ll,(dxlIxz,...,x~) E 
= J Ei-l p2 ,..., k(dx,, . . , d&j J p,(dx, 1x1,. . . , xk) E 
X J 6 wr-..rxiddy~,. . . 3 dYh-1) f(Y)lA(x, y)Q(Xk, dy,) EA-l J E 
This gives 
(b) Suppose I,(/l)=h(AWI~@QQ,,)<co. Let VEA, with ~(vIPLC?~)<~ be 
arbitrary. If g denotes a density of v with respect to p 0 Q_, then we have for all 
A,DE% and B,CEZ’ ‘, 
v(AxBxCxD) 
Choosing C = E“ ~’ and D = E we see that 
g(x,, . . . , xh, ~2,. . , XI, .vh)Q(x,, d.vh) = 1 
F 
for p-almost all x E Eh because v(A x B x E’) = p(A x B). Choosing A = D = E and 
B = EL-‘, we arrive at v~+,,...,~~_,(C) = P~,...,~(C) for every C E ZY-‘, which implies 
p.,,. .,k_, = p2, ..,I,. Since for all AE gk, 
p(A) = v( E“ x A) = 
I 
g 4/l.@) 
EhXA 
X l,(.v)g(x, .v)Q(x~, dyh) 
F 
= tiz,....ddxz, . . . , dx,) 1,4(X?,..., XL, .vh)Q(x,, dy,) 
F” I 
F 
X I g(x,,...,xh,x,,..., X,,yh)~u,(dX,Ix,,...,xh), 1
p is absolutely continuous with respect to t~,,...,~ ,O Q and a density is given by 
f(xz,...,&,_vh):= 
I 
dx,,...,xh,x,,..., x~,yh)~,(dx,Ixz,...,xh) 
k 
for p, ,..., I (0 Q-almost all (x2,. . , xh, yh) E E” ‘. Jensen’s inequality shows 
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We use the following result which is proved in [l, Proposition (l.lO)]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Condition 2.2 be satisjied and I,(B) := inf{ Ik(,u): p E B} for 
BcA(E”). Then 
6) limsup~logIFD(L~EA)~-Ik(cl,A) 
n-Cr 
and 
(ii) lim_&filogP(L’.r,A)z-Z,(int,A) 
for all A E B(A( E“)). Here cl,A and int,A refer to the closure and the interior ofA 
with respect to the r-topology. 0 
From this theorem we obtain the following conclusion. 
Corollary 3.3. Let G : A ( E “) + [ - ~0, CC) be a %‘( A (E “)) -measurable mapping, which 
is bounded above. If G and I; denote the upper and lower semicontinuous versions of 
G with respect to the r-topology, then 
(i) limsup~logE(exp(nG(L~)))S sup (G(p)-l,(p)) 
,,+= n @i~2(F”) 
and 
(ii) lim_@f i log E( exp( nG( Lk))) z= sup (G(p)- L,(p)). 
/liJ(tk) 
Proof. For the proof we use the notation E(X; A) := lE( lA . X). 
(i) Let cy > sup{G(p): p E A( E”)}. If m E N, then 
ml 1 
E(exp(nG( Li))) = C IE exp( nG( Lt)); (Y -jz< G( Lt) < a -L 
;=0 m I m 
+E(exp(nG(Lz))); G(Lf‘) < a -m) 
where 
A ,,m:= 
j+l 
pod: G(p)za---- SEA: 
m 
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and this last set is T-closed. Using Theorem 3.2 we obtain 
lim sup I log lE(exp( nG( Li))) 
,1+111 n
j-t1 
(i(lr)+~--Zi(~):~~A(Eh),C.(~)~~-~ 
m 
Letting m + CO, part (i) is proved. 
(ii) Without loss of generality we may assume that the right hand side equals 
b > --co. For any given F > 0 there exists Z_L> E A(E“) with G(p.,) - Zk(pF) > b-E and 
a measurable T-open neighborhood CJ?. of Z_L, with G(p)> b-2&+ Zk(&) for all 
Z.L t U,. The estimates 
E(exp(nG(L~)))~E(exp(nG(L~)); Ll\n~ U,) 
~eXp(n(b-2F+tk(~.,)))$(L~E u,) 
together with Theorem 3.2(n) prove part (ii). 0 
The following properties of the entropy I,, are proved in [l]. 
Lemma 3.4. (i) Ih is lower 5--semicontinuous. 
(ii) For everypositive real number r theset {p E A(E”): Zk(p) c r} is T-compact. 0 
As a consequence we obtain: 
Lemma 3.5. Zf k EN and Z?(p,) - II(p) ‘. zr not identical to --CC on A ( Ek), then 
K,:={+A(Ek): Z?(/L,)-Z,(p)= sup (Z?(v,)-Z,(v))} 
,,iJlE”I 
is not empty and r-compact. 
Proof. Let E > 0. Since H is bounded above, the set 
W:={/_LLA(E“): ZL(~)s&+ SUP H(V,)- SUP (fi(v,)-zk(v))} 
ucJ(th) I,CJ(EA) 
is T-compact by Lemma 3.4. Therefore, the upper T-semicontinuous function 
Z?(p,) - Z,(p) attains its supremum in W. Hence the T-closed subset KL of W is 
not empty. 0 
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There is an alternative expression for the entropy I, which has been derived by 
Donsker and Varadhan: 
Lemma 3.6. If p E AE, then 
I,(P) = sup 
[i 
log u dp - 
I 
log(@) dp , 
u <I ‘ll E E 1 
where % = {eg: g E bg}. 
Proof. From Section 2 and Lemma 2.1 in [6] we get 
= inf sup 
UC4 UGdllZ 
log u dv -log u d(pLOQ) 
EXE EXE I 
where 021, = {e’: f E b( g@ 8’) continuous}. Theorem 2.1 in [7] shows 
I,(P) = SUP log u dp - Jog(@) dE.L , UC ‘U, E E 1 
where Ou, = {e’: f E b8 continuous}. The lemma now follows from Lemma 2.6 
in [6]. 0 
The supremum in Lemma 3.6 is usually not attained, but it is attained on a certain 
enlargement of %. Let L:(rr) be the set of nonnegative r-integrable functions u 
satisfying 11 u I] > 0, w h ere 11 . II refers to the norm in L,(r). 
Lemma 3.7. Zf p E A’(E) then 
(i) SE log+ u dp <co for all u E L:(T); 
(ii) the mapping L:(T) 3 u *SE log+ u dp is continuous. 
Proof. I, (p ) < 00 implies h ( vF 1 p 0 Q) < 00 and, via Condition 2.2, h ( vp 1 p 0 z-) < ~0. 
Let g:= du,/d(p@7r) and f := dp/drr. Since 
Jensen’s inequality implies 
h(/+r)= 
I 
f logf drrs 
I 
gloggd(~.O)=h(v,I~LO)<oo, 
E .?I 
hence flog f E L,(n). The Young inequality [lo, Proposition A -2-21 applied 
to the complementary pair of Young’s functions Q(t) = e’- 1 - t and I/I(~) = 
(1-t t) log( 1-t r) - t yields for every u E L:(n), 
I 
log+ u dp = flog+ u drs2llf lltirll log+ uII+ b E 
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with li.fII,,, := inf{a > 0: l, +(f/a) d rr~ 1) and 11 log+ ull,,, defined analogously. It 
follows from the convexity of x log x that 
and, therefore, 
for sufficiently large a, hence llflirn < ~0. Since 
log+ u dn 
goes to zero for a + cc by the dominated convergence theorem, (I log’ u II <,, <CD, too. 
This proves (i). 
To prove (ii), let F > 0 and a := min{l, ~/(2ilfll~,)}. Choose 6 >O such that 
(1+6)““+6/a~2. Let u, vtLi(n) satisfy llu-vll~6. Note that 
I(log’ u-log+ ZIll S IIU - v/I 
and 
exp(log+ u(x) -log+ u(x)) = 
max{ 1, u(x)} 
maxit, u(x)} 
Gl+lu(x)-u(x)1 
for all x E E. With Jensen’s inequality we get 
a I; 
(I+lu-al)‘:“drr-l+~/lu-vIl~1 
Young’s inequality gives 
II 
log+ u dp - log+ v dp 
t: L 
Lemma 3.8. Jf p E A, then 
~2llfll,,,l/~og+ u-log+ fJll<bS F. 0 
I,(F)’ SUP 
L,IL:iTI) 
log u dp - 
F Jt J 
c- log(Qu) dp 1 
Proof. Since Ou c L:(r), the statement follows from Lemma 3.6 in the case I,(p) = 
~0. Therefore, we may assume p E A: in the following. For u E L:(V) define a 
sequence in % by 
u, = min{ n, max{ u, l/n}}. 
Lemma 3.7(i) implies 
log u,, dpCL, 
since log’ u,, 7 log+ u and log- u, 7 log- u. It follows from Condition 2.2 that 
(l/c) 11 u,, /I d Qu, s cl1 u, II for some constant c > 0. Since 11 u, II -+ II u II > 0, we get by 
dominated convergence 
I 
log( Qu) dp = lim log( Qu,) dw. 
E 
Therefore, we have 
J log u dp - log( Qu) dp = lim lois u,, dp - F J E [J n-r E J log(Qu,) d/l E I 
S sup [I log u dp - J log(Qu) + , Ui4l E t I 
which proves the lemma. El 
Lemma 3.9. If p E d”(E), then 
(a) there exists u E L:(v) with 
(b) II(P) = 
J 
log u dp - J log(Qu) GcL; E t
(c) if v E L:(T) is any element maximizing the right hand side of the formula in 
Lemma 3.8, then v = ru, n-a.s. ,for some r > 0. 
Proof. (a) Sinceh(A,)~LO)=h(~uOl)LLO)andh(A,)~u.OQ)=h(v,)~.OQ), 
Theorem 2.2 of [3] implies the two estimates 
h(v,)~uO)++h(~LOl)CLO)~h(VI,l~UO), 
h(~*.~~~v,)+h(~,I~~QQ)~h(~L~l~.QQ). 
In the proof of Lemma 3.7(i) we showed that h(p 1~) s h( vp I p@ m-) <a. Using 
h(p Op I p 0 z-) = h(p I Z-) and Condition 2.2 we see that the right hand side of the 
second estimate is finite, too. Therefore, these estimates imply that v,+ is equivalent 
to CLOP. 
Let 9 be the set of measurable functions h : E x E + R of the form h(x, y) = 
f(x)+g( y), where f and g are measurable from E to R. Furthermore, let Y& be the 
subset of YI where f and g are bounded. Then 
According to [3, Theorem 3.11 we have 
where N, E 8* with v,( N,) = 0 and p is in the L,( u&)-span of Y,,. According to [6, 
Lemma 2.31, 9 is closed with respect to p @p-a.s. convergence, hence with respect 
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to v,-as. convergence, too. Therefore, there exists f(x)+g( II) E 9 with cp(x, y) = 
f(x)+g( 2’) v,-as. Let N,E Z2 be the set of v,-measure zero, where this equality 
fails, and let N = N, u N,. Since POP Q v~, we have p@p(N)=O. Define M= 
{XE E: (dp/dr)(x)>O} and note that p@Ox(Nn(ExM))=O because p and 71 
are equivalent on M. Hence 
p@Q(An N’n(Ex M))=p@Q(An(Ex M)) 
forall AE~‘. Sincep(M)=l and v~<~Lo~, wehave v,(A)=v,(An(ExM)) 
for all A E g’. This together implies 
v,(A)= v,(An N’n(E x M)) 
= J e’(y)+x”‘)(pO Q)(dx, dy) AnNLn(FxM) 
= 
J 
e”“l &I ( y) e” “‘(p 0 Q)(dx, dy) 
R 
p(B) = 
J 
e”‘)( Qu)(x)p(dx). 
H 
Therefore, UE L:(r) and e’=(Qu))’ p-a.s. We arrive at (dv,/d(~@Q))(x,~~)= 
u( _y)/( Qu)(x). This proves (a). 
(b) With part (a) we get 
&(P)=@I*IPU?) 
J U(Y) = log (9u)t-u) ~ v,(dx, dy) = J log u dp - J log( Qu) dp. El I .k 
(c) We put 
Q(x> dy) = 
Q(x> d.v)d.v) = q(x, _v)u( y)r(dv) 
~Qv~~x~ 
j, dx, z)u(z)ddz) 
and r’(dx) = v(x)rr(dx)/j, u dr. Condition 2.2 implies, that 0 has a transition 
density with respect to r’ which is bounded and bounded away from 0. So there 
exists a unique stationary probability measure 4, and 0 has a transition density 
with respect to G which is bounded and bounded away from 0. Let i, be the 
Donsker-Varadhan entropy with respect to 0. If U E LL( G), then the argument above 
shows fiv E L:(n). Hence, Lemma 3.8 gives 
m= SUP 
GiLlCi;, [I logfidp- J log(@) dp E I I 
= sup(E) 
[ii L!+ [I 
log zi dp - 
J 
bdQ(~v)) dp + 
t E J 
log( 00) + 
E I 
= sup 
Ui~ L:cFr) [I 
log( u^u) dp - 
E J 
bdQ(u’~)) + - I,(P) s 0. 
E I 
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Therefore, f,(p) =0 and [6, Lemma 2.51 gives p = 7i. If we put 17 = ~00, then 
CEA, and 
h(z+@Q)= 
d; 
““d(/&Q) 
d; 
E’ 
c logudp- log(Qu)d/r=Z,(ll.)=h(v,I/1.OQ). 
E I 
According to Section 2, vfi is the unique element of A, with I,(p) = h(v, Ip@Q), 
hence G = vp. The Radon-Nikodym derivatives of i; and vW with respect to p 0 r give 
U(Y) U(Y) 
(Qu)(x) q(x'yJ=(QU)(X) 
d-5 y) p 0 5--a.s. 
Since q(x, y) > 0, we conclude v = r. u rr-a.s. for some r > 0. 0 
As mentioned in Section 2, we can now define for Al. E A’(E) the transition kernel 
Q, and the new starting measure p, E A, in an unambiguous way by 
Qw(x 
2 
dy) = Q(x> dy)ub) 
(Qu)(x) 
and p,(dx) = (Tu):x)f)(ddpx) . 
t l.4 
Therefore, if p E A”(E), let 6, on (0, &) be defined by 6, = p, 0 Q, 0 Q, 0 . . . . 
Note that according to Lemma 3.4 {p E A(E”): %(p) s r} is T-compact for every 
r E Ri. Since the T-topology is finer than the weak one, they are weakly compact, 
too. Therefore, I,, is 91(A(Ek))-measurable and A”(E)={p.A,: I,(p)<a} is a 
Bore1 set. 
Lemma 3.10. The mapping A”(E)~PL~~EA(~~) is %(AO(E))-%l(A(fl))- 
measurable. 
Proof. Define ~P~:A”(E)+[W by (P~(~)=x~($~) for all AE~ and PEA”(E). Let 
(CI,,:n+ Em+’ be the projection onto the first m + 1 coordinates. Remember that 
S%(A(R)) = a(~~: AE d). Since 
{A E ~2: pa is %‘(A”( E))-measurable} 
is a Dynkin system, it suffices to prove measurability for all pa with A = +;,I( B), 
where m EN and BE ZYrn+‘, i.e. 
p E A’(E): 
I 
l,z,d@,,so E B(AYE)) 
R 
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for all (Y E [w. From Lemma 3.9 we see that this set is the projection of 
(/L,u)EA”(E)xL~(~): log u dp - log(@) d/l. = I,(p), 
E t 
xpOQ~‘“(dx”,...,dx,)~cu 
I 
on A’(E), where 
L,(n):= uEL,(n): .XI,I,~d~=l~ 
I 
denotes the set of probability densities in L,(rr). According to Lemma 3.9 the 
projection is one-to-one on M. In view of Kuratowski’s Theorem [ 11, Corollary 3.31 
it therefore suffices to show that L,(V) is separable and that M is a Bore1 set in 
AE x L,(r). 
Since E is a Polish space, its Bore1 u-algebra 8 is countably generated. Hence 
there exists a sequence g, c ‘Z2 c . . . , of finite sub-c-algebras such that the countable 
algebra I.J {E,,: n EN} generates 2% Therefore, the countable set of simple functions 
of the form c,lE,+.. .+chlti with kEN; c ,,..., C,EQ and E ,,..., Eke 
L_. {S,,: n EN} is dense in L,(rr), i.e. L,(V) is separable. 
Remember that AO(E)E C%(A(E)); note that L3(rr) is closed in L,(r). 
For every k E N let {I&,: I E N} be a measurable partition of LJ (m-) into disjoint 
sets whose diameters do not exceed l/k. Choose ok,, E Dk,, . The mapping 
A”(E) x L,(r) 3 (/J., u)++ 
i 
log+ u dp 
E 
is measurable with respect to /1 and continuous with respect to u (see Lemma 3.7). 
Therefore, we have the representation 
log+u dp = lim f 1 Log+ ok,/ G, 
t h-m ,_, E 
showing that the mapping (p, u)++] log+ u dp is jointly measurable. To prove 
continuity of the mappings 15, (T) 3 u - l/max{ u, l/n} E I!,:( rr) for each n E N, note 
that, for all U, v E Lj ( v), 
Hence the representation 
log- u dp = lim 
I 
log+ 
1 
dp 
F n-s E max{u, l/n} 
and similar arguments as above show, that the mapping 
A”(E)xL,(T)~(/_L,u)-M 
I 
log u dp 
E 
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is jointly measurable, too. Note that j, log- u dr is the only expression in the 
definition of M that can be infinite (see Lemma 3.7). Condition 2.2 guarantees the 
existence of a constant c E [w+ with l/c G q(x, y) s c for all x, y E E. Hence 
and 
for all u, ~1 E LA (vr). Therefore, LA(n) 3 u ++ Qu E L:( rr) is continuous and the above 
arguments show that (p, u) H J, log( Qu) dp . IS jointly measurable, too. Further- 
more, the estimates of Qu show that the value of the last integral in the definition 
of A4 depends continuously on u E L,(rr). Therefore, M is a Bore1 set in A’(E) x 
L,(r). q 
We, therefore, have proved that the mapping A : A (A’( E )) + A (Cl) with 
A(2) = 
is well defined. 
Remark 3.11. For all HEN, ka2, definejl,:A”(E)-+A(E”) byj~(~)=~@Q~‘~‘. 
Essentially the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.10 show that j, is 
measurable. 
Lemma 3.12. Let k 3 2 and p E A’(E). Then 
(a) b(jk(p)) = I,(P), 
(b) I,(~)>I~(;(j~(ll)) for all v~d”(E’) with v,=p and v#j,(p). 
Proof. (a) Sincef(x,, . . . , xk):= u(~~)/(Qu)(x~_,)isadensityofj~(~)=~@Q~”~ 
with respect to p 0 QF”-’ OQ, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.9 imply 
~k(jkbL)) = I ti h logf d(/lO a;“-‘) 
= 
I 
u(xk) 
FZ 'og(Q4(x,-,! 
(p 0 Q@)(dxk-, , dx,) 
(b) For k=2 we have {v~d”(E’): v, = p} c A, by Lemma 3.1. But V~ = j*(p) is 
the unique measure in A, that minimizes h( vW Ij.~ 0 Q), and part (b) follows with 
Lemma 3.1. Therefore, let k 2 3 in the following. Take v E A”( E“) with V, = p. Let 
J denote a density of v with respect to v ,,.,,, k_, 0 Q and let (v ,,,.,, k-,) ,,..., k_Z(. 1. ) be 
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a regular conditional distribution of the first k - 2 coordinates given the projection 
onto the (k - 1)th coordinate with respect to the measure v,,...,~_, . Lemma 3.1 and 
Jensen’s inequality give 
3 I gloggd(v,m,OQ) E’ 
with 
g(-c,, xk):= 
EL I 
Ax,, ..,xl,)(v, ,..., k-l), ,..., ~-z(dx,,. .,dxk-h-d 
for z+i@ Q-almost all (xk_, , xI) E E*. Since cp :[0, 001 +R with q(a) := a log u for 
a E [0, CO] is strongly convex, we can get equality in the above estimate if and only 
if f(x,, . . . , xk) = g(xk_, , xk) for v ,,..., k_,OQ-almost all (x,, . , xk) E E”. g is a 
density of v~_,,~ with respect to vk_, 0 Q. Since v,,. .,k-, = u, ,,,,, h by Lemma 3.1, we 
have V, =. . . = uk = p and r+_i,k E A,. Therefore, 
with equality if and only if Y._ k ,,k = p 0 Q,. Hence Zk(v) = I,(p) implies for all 
AE ii?, 
v(A) = 
I 
g(Xk~,,Xk)(Vk-IOQ)(dxk-,,dxk) 
EZ 
X 
Ei-2 
li\(X)(~,....k-,),....,k-2(dX,, . . . > dxk-zlxk-J 
zz I EI (G,@&)(dXk-,, dxk) 
X I FL 2 lA(X)(u, ..., k-l), ,..., k-d&, . . . , dxk-?lXk-,) 
= (c...,k-,@C?p)(A). 
Integration overthe first component of Ek yields v~,...,~ = r+k_r 0 Q,, which together 
with v ,,..., k_, = V, _, h implies V, ,_.., ki, = v ,,..., A_-20QF. This gives v = pC?G Qfk-’ by 
induction. q 
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Lemma 3.13. 
(a) Z, is con2lex. 
(b) I, is strongly convex on A”(E). 
Proof. (a) Follows from Lemma 3.6. 
(b) For pu,,pZ~Ao(E) and (Y,E(O,~) define cuz=l-a, and ~+=~,~,+cr~~z~ 
A”(E). Assume Z,(~u,)=cu,Z,(~,)+~2Z,(~2). According to Lemma 3.9 there exist 
probability densities ui E L,(r) satisfying 
Z,(k) = 
I 
log ui dpi - log( On,) dpi 
E E 
for all i E { 1,2,3}. This gives 
and Lemma 3.9(c) implies U, = I+= u? r-a.s. Part (a) of Lemma 3.9 shows that p, 
and Z+ are stationary probability measures of 
Q(x, dyb,(y) 
Q/+(x, dy):= (QU3)(X) . 
Let r’(dx) := u,(x)rr(dx). Condition 2.2 implies that q(x, y)/j, q(x, z)r’(dz) is a 
transition density of Q&, with respect to r’ which is bounded and bounded away 
from 0. Hence, the stationary probability measure is unique and Z.L, = Z+. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.4 
For HEN, k>2, define the mapping &:A(EI‘)+A(Ek) by 
ddy,,...,dy,) I Ad.4 9(x,, YJ 
ix’ 
dY,,Y2) 
lA(%, Yz, . . .1 Yk) 
$k( v)(A) = 
E 
I EZ 
q,(dY,, dY,) 
I 
p(dx,,) 
9(x,, Yz) 
L dY,,YJ 
for all A E %“, v E A(Ek). 
Lemma 4.1. 4k is measurable and r-continuous for k 2 2 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every A E ZCh the nominator and denominator are 
measurable and 7-continuous functions from A(Ek) to R. The integrand of the 
nominator is the bounded, measurable and nonnegative function 
J‘(Y I,...,YL):= ddxo) 
4(x,, YJ 
1,4(x0, Y , . . , Yk), 
E dY, > YJ 
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which is uniformly approximated by the sequence of simple functions defined by 
fnI(Y,,. . .3 yA) = 12-“’ if 12Pm~f( Y,, . . . , yk) <(I+ 1)2-“. Since x,,,, is measurable 
and r-continuous for every m e N, the same holds for x,. The denominator can be 
handled in the same way. q 
The key observation is the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. If n 3 k b 2 and A E Z7”, then 
[E(l+,(Xo,. . , XL-AI Lk) = &(Li)(A). 
Proof. Define the cyclical permutation T,, : E”+ E” by 
T,,(x,, . 1 x,,) = (x2, . . . , A, XI) 
for all x = (x,, . . , x,) E E” and the equivalence relation - on E” by 
x--Y a xEV-:,(Y),‘.‘, T::(Y)1 
for all x, y E E”. Let El’/_ be the quotient space and let $, : En + En/- be the 
canonical projection. Equip El’/_ with the quotient topology and the corresponding 
Bore1 a-algebra %I( El’/_). Then $,, is measurable. Let T’,(x),, . . . , T’,(x), denote 
the components of T!,(x). The mapping ii : E “_ + A( E “) with 
for all $,1(x) E En/_ is well defined and Bore1 measurable. Note that 
&G(x)) =;,;, 6 (T:,(X),,,T,:(.\) ,,..., r!,(r;Ii~,)’ 
L; = i; 0 l//,(X, ,...,X,) 
and 
Define,f;,: E”+R by 
fn(x) = q(x,, x1) ii 4(x,-, , x,1 
i=2 
for all x~ E”. Let C E (cli’( 9( E”/_)) be arbitrary. Using T,‘(C) = C, J;, 0 T’,, =f;,, 
(CI, 0 T’, = +,, and 
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for all j E { 1, . . , n}, we get 
W~W:kW,V,, . . .,&)I 
X J ddxddxo, x,1 F
v’=(dx)f, 0 Tb(x)&(&+, 0 T!,(x)))(A) 
T,‘(C) 
X 
J 
p(dxJ 
9(x0, T!?(X),) 
I q(T:,(x),,, T!,(x),) 
= J ~““(dx)~,(x)~,,(~1;(~,,(x)))(A) C’
J 
(~:(~,,(x)))ddy,, dyz) 
J 
p(dxo) 
4(x0, Yd 
X 
tz2 E q(.!J,,yd 
= 
J 
~-(dx)J;,(x) 
C‘ J 
E,~ ~~(~l,(x))(dy,, . . . , dy,) 
X 
J 
p(dx,)l~(x,,, 112,. . . , YL) 
4(X”, Yz) 
t dY1, YJ 
rrS’“(dx).fn 0 7-‘,,(x) 
X 
J 
p(dxo)l/x(xo, T’,(x), , . . . , T’,(x),-,) 
q(x,, T!*(x),) 
E q(T’,(x),, T!,(x),) 
E 
I( 
‘i TT~"T;' (dx) fi q(x,_,, x,) 
(. n ,rI > I=: 
X J p(dx,Jl~(xo, xl,. . . , xh-,Mx,,, XI) F 
= 
J 
l,,(xo, xl,. . . , x,-,)(pOQ@“kk dx) 
EXC‘ 
= ~(l,(X”, Xl,. . . , Xh-,)lc (Xl,. ‘. , X)). 
This proves the lemma. 0 
Assumption (iii) of Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 3.12 show that H( v,) - Zk( V) is not 
identical to --cc on d(E”). Therefore, I& is not empty and T-compact by Lemma 
3.5. Lemma 3.12 implies K,, =j,(K,) for all k > 2. The following lemma characterizes 
6,(K). 
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Lemma4.3. Ifkz2 andpEK,, then~,(j,(~))=p~,Q~~“. 
Proof. Let u E L:(r) as in Section 3 such that 
Q 
I* 
(y dy_) = q(Y,> YdU(Y*) 
1, ’ 
(Qu)( y,) r(dy2h 
Then we have for all AE EL 
&(puO Q’;hp’)(A) 
(/_&z@Q~‘~7)(dy,,...,dyk) p(dx)q(;Qy$(;vl) 
I 
IA(x,yZ,...,yk) 
E” E ‘1 = 
I 
(p 0 n)(dy,, dy:) iddx) 
dx, Y2)dYd 
E2 r (Q~)(Y,) 
I p(dx)(Qu)(x) E I E’ , (T@Q:~ ‘)(dyz, . . . , dy,) y(;Qtj;rx(;2) IA(x,~~2,. . . ,yk) = 
p(dx)(Qu)(x) 
t 
=(P,OQ;~~~)(A). 0 
For k,nEN with n~k define Rf;gA(A(E“)) by 
R:(B) = [E(exp(nH(L,,))I.(L~))l[E(exp(nH(L,,))) 
for all BE %‘(A(E”)). 
Lemma 4.4. If V E %‘(A (E”)) is any T-neighborhood of KL, then 
lim Rk( V’) = 0. 
n -zc 
Proof. We use the convention sup 0 = -a. Let N > 0, 
P = sup (H(p,) - k(p)), 
ui V 
and define 
w= 1 
{WE V’: I,(~)GcY-P+su~ H(v)} ifp>-a, 
UC,, 
M ifP=-a. 
Since H is bounded above, W is T-compact by Lemma 3.4. The same lemma shows 
that fi(p,) - Ik(p) is upper T-semicontinuous. In the case W # v) it, therefore, attains 
its supremum p on W. Using Kk n V” = (d we arrive at 
sup (fi(pu,)- IL(P)) =P < sup (H(EI-,)- II(P)). 
&Lt U’ &<_l(EA) 
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By assumption (iii) of Theorem 2.4 the last expression is not equal to minus infinity, 
hence the strict inequality holds in the case W = 0, too. Define G : A ( EL) + [-m, a) 
by 
G(P) = 
H(b) ifp E V”, 
--co ifpEV. 
G is measurable and bounded above. Note that 
Corollary 3.3, hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 3.12 give 
lim sup 1 log R:( V’) 
n-s n 
s lim sup L log E(exp( nG(L:))) - lim inf I log E(exp(rzH( L,,))) 
,,+I- n ,I+x n 
yy(;,, (aPL)-h(PL))- sup (H(v)-l,(v)) 
Ui3, 
s sup (fi(p,)-Ik(W))- sup (H(v)-f,(v)) 
@Lt V’ Vi_\, 
=P- sup (fi(/1.,)-I,(tL))<O. 0 
cr-_\(E”) 
If we equip A(E’) with a weak topology, then A(E“) becomes a Polish space. 
For k,nrN with nzka2 define l?k~A(d(E”)) by l?i=Rt@,‘. Furthermore, 
define @SEA by l@i=F,,(X,, ,..., XL_,))’ for all k, HEN. 
Corollary 4.5. 
(a) 1Rk: nzk}cA(A(E”)) is tight,forevery kEN. 
(b) {ii: n~k}cA(d(E”)) is tight,forevery kz2. 
(c) (6’:: n EN}~ A(E“) is tightfor every kEN. 
(d) {$,: n~N}cA(fl) is tight. 
Proof. (a) Note that the r-topology is finer than the weak one and that every Rf‘, 
n 2 k is tight [8, Lemma 3.2.11. Given E > 0, this fact and Lemma 4.4 guarantee the 
existence of a weakly compact set C c A(Ek) such that Ri( C’) > 1 -F for all n 2 k, 
where C’ := {p E A(E“): dist(p, C) ==z F}. Then part (a) follows from [S, Theorem 
3.2.21. 
(b) By Lemma 4.1 the set @,(K,) is 5--compact. Since Lemma 4.4 applies to 
@i’(V) if V is any measurable T-neighborhood of @,(I&), part (b) is proved in 
the same way as part (a). 
(c) It suffices to prove (c) for ka2. Define h,:A(A(Ek))+A(Ek) by 
A,(R)(A) = 
J 
dA)R(dv) 
ACE") 
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for all REA(A(E”)) and Ar ‘iC;$“. 1f.f: Et’ +[w is bounded and continuous, then 
I 
I-d&(R) = 
I I 
f dvR(dv)= 
I 
x,(~)R(dv), 
E” .liEA) th Act:Al 
where x, : A( E’) + [w is bounded and continuous, too. Therefore, A,, is continuous 
with respect to the weak topologies. For every B E .%(A (E“)) and n 2 k we have 
R:(R) =E(exp(nH(L,,))fi ~,~,~,,i;,(B))liE(exp(nH(L,,))). 
Using Lemma 4.2 we get for all A E %’ and n 2 k, 
h,(ifi)(A) =[E 
( 
exp(nff(L)) 
I JlI:“l 
~A)&,,L:;, (d~))lE(exp(nH(L,,))) 
=IE(exp(nH(L,,))~,(Lf;)(A))l[E(exp(nH(L,,))) 
=~(exp(nH(L,,))IE(l,(X,,, . , XL ,)IL~))l[E(exp(nH(L,,))) 
=@,>(X,, ..., X,-,)-‘(A)=@:(A). 
Part (b), Prohorov’s theorem and the continuity of A,, imply the tightness of 
{6$: n 1 k}. Since {bi: n < k} is tight, part (c) is proved. 
(d) follows from (c) and [S, Proposition 3.2.41. 0 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is now easily completed: Let (b,,,),,, be any weakly 
converging subsequence of (@,,)niW and denote the limit measure by @. Then the 
marginals @h, = @1;,(X,,, . . . , XL ,))I converge weakly to I@“:= 6(X,,, . . . , XI_,))’ 
for every k E N. By Corollary 4.5 we may assume that (Ra,), .I, converges weakly to 
some Rh E A(A( E’)) for every k E N. Formula (2.3) implies Rim’ = Rip;’ for all 
k, n EN with n 2 k 2 2. Since pI is continuous with respect to the weak topologies, 
it follows that Rhm’ =R"op,' forall kz2. Notethat 
Rnj,(R,)=.j,,(R,)np;‘. . .pJ’.jL’(B) 
for all k 2 2, BE %(A( E “)). According to Lemma 4.4 the measure Rt’ is supported 
by Kk =,jL( K,). Hence 
R“(B) = R’(p;’ . . . p;‘jr’(B)) = R’(j, ‘(B)) 
for all k 2 2, BE %(A( Et’)). Using the proof of Corollary 4.5, part (c), we get for 
all AE %‘, 
b”(A)=h,(R’@,‘)(A)= v(A)RA@,‘(dv) 
.I(‘?‘.) 
= Qk( v)(A)R’(dv) = @,(j,(p))(A)R’(dp) 
li(K,I 
where we applied Lemma 4.3 in the last equality. Let 2 be the restriction of R’ to 
A(A”(E), %(A”(E))). This proves Theorem 2.4. 0 
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